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Abstract: The behavioural model underpinning national surveys of university students’ engagement
(e.g., NSSE, UKES) considers students’ experiences but neglects their motivation. To remedy that, we
surveyed second year undergraduates (N=236) about what they had wanted from their university
experience (hopes) and their engagement behaviours and analysed the relationship between the two
sets of variables. Students strongly endorsed five main hopes: explore subject, apply learning, grow
as a person, explore subject, apply learning, interact with peers and interact with staff, suggesting
that they value multiple hopes, but to varying degrees. As expected, hopes significantly predicted
related engagement behaviours. Hopes to grow as a person and to explore subject significantly
predicted behaviours related to growth and exploration. Apply learning significantly predicted
proactive career research and work experience. Interact with peers was the strongest predictor of
whether students reported interacting with peers. Likewise, interact with staff was the only
significant predictor of interactions with staff.
Paper:
Introduction
Through surveys of engagement like the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) and its
offspring, such as the UK Engagement Survey (UKES), we have a growing body of knowledge on
students’ experiences and outcomes (Anderson, Anson, Gonyea, & Paine, 2016; Brownell & Swaner,
2010; Carini, Kuh, & Klein, 2006; Kuh, 2008; Kuh, 2009; Miller, Rocconi, & Dumford, 2018). However,
the behavioural model of student engagement underpinning these surveys considers students’
actions and self-assessed skills but not motivational constructs such as students’ goals or hopes
(Astin, 1984). Thus we know little about what students want from and value about their learning
experiences in higher education, though their hopes and goals likely influence their behavioural
engagement (Kahu, 2013), and opportunities to realise their goals also likely influence persistence
(Kuh, 2016).
Quinlan and Salmen (2019) identified five main hopes students had for their learning experience
through coding open-ended responses: grow as person, explore subject, apply learning, interact with
peers and interact with staff. Their approach identified hopes, but did not account for students’
holding multiple hopes and cannot be scaled up readily to further investigation of linkages with
engagement behaviours or other processes or outcomes.

Research Aims and Questions
We aimed to develop a quantitative tool with Likert-scale type items for measuring Quinlan and
Salmen’s (2019) five hopes. We then asked: do students’ hopes for their university learning
experience predict their engagement behaviours? We expected that their hopes would be aligned
with related engagement behaviours.
Method
Second year undergraduate psychology students completed an online survey (N=236; 189 female).
On the survey, students rated 15 hope-related items on a five point scale (1=unimportant; 5 very
important). On a Principal Components Analysis, the newly developed items grouped into Quinlan
and Salmen’s (2019) five dimensions and reliability of the new scales was good (Table 1). Students
also rated six engagement behaviours on a five point scale (1= strongly disagree; 5=strongly agree) (3
items each scale, Table 2). Students indicated their gender, ethnicity, age, whether they were first
generation in family to study at university, and domicile (UK/EU or overseas students). We calculated
descriptive statistics, correlation analyses and regression analyses.
Results and Discussion
Mean scores were high on all five hopes, suggesting that all of them are important to students and
that students hold multiple hopes simultaneously. Explore subject, apply learning and grow as a
person were notably higher than interact with peers and interact with staff. In terms of engagement,
students were most likely to report an opening of interests and least likely to endorse interactions
with staff. There were significant differences between male and female students on all of the hopes
and most of the engagement variables (Table 3). There were no significant differences on race or first
generation status. There were significant correlations amongst the hopes (Table 4) and amongst the
engagement behaviours (Table 5).
Hierarchical regression analyses showed that hopes predicted related engagement behaviours, as
expected (Table 6). Specifically, hopes to grow as a person and to explore subject significantly
predicted opening of interest, an outcome that is consistent with growth and exploration. As
expected, apply learning significantly predicted proactive career research and work experience. The
hope to interact with peers was the strongest predictor of whether students reported interacting
with peers, although explore subject and apply learning also predicted that behaviour. A hope to
interact with staff was the only significant predicator of interactions with staff. Interact with staff
also was the only significant predictor of talked with professionals, although we expected apply
learning would also predict it insofar as it was about career applications. As interactions with staff
and talked with professionals were highly correlated behaviours, it may be that second year students
do not clearly differentiate teaching staff from professionals in the field beyond HE.
Conclusion
This study makes an important empirical contribution by demonstrating that students’ hopes are
related to what they engage in during HE. Methodologically, the new scales for measuring students’
hopes contribute to supporting further research on the effects of hopes on students’ engagement
behaviours and other educational processes and outcomes. Conceptually, the study contributes to a

more holistic view of student engagement that considers students’ hopes for HE, not just their
behaviours. Furthermore, it suggests an intermediate theory of students’ specific hopes for HE,
rather than relying on broad psychological constructs drawn from universal theories of motivation, as
other holistic engagement models do (e.g. Kahu, 2013). Further research is needed on students in a
variety of fields and in different universities and countries.
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